
Find the Best Rug Pad for your Area Rug



Rug Pad Features and Benefits
Product 
Features

Dual Surface Rug Pad 
(DR002)

Pet Proof Rug Pad 
(DR011)

Non Slip Grip x x
Added Cushion x x
Floor Protection x x
Soft Surface  Use x x
Hard Surface Use x x
Superior Cushion x
Recycled Content x x
Stairs and Hallways x
Made in the USA x x
Custom Sizing x x
Pet Proof x

For rugs placed over carpet, choose a pad with thick polyester fabric coated adhesive. This type of pad 
prevents a darker color rugs from bleeding through on to lighter colored carpets.

For a rug placed on a hard flooring surface such hardwood, tile or laminate, choose a rug pad that has non-
slip coating on at least one side. This side should be placed down on the hard flooring to ensure that the 
rug stays in place.

A rug pad should be one inch smaller than your area rug on all four sides. This will allow the edges of the 
rug to taper to the floor, preventing a trip hazard and curling along the edges of the rug. Mohawk Home 
rug pads can easily be trimmed to size using household scissors.

Why Buy a Rug Pad?

Sizing and Buying Tips

•Reduce wear and tear on the rug

•Protect Your Floor •Easy Sizing •Make vacuuming easier

•Soften your rug with another layer of cushion between your feet and hard floors



Pet Proof Rug Pad 

Dual Surface Rug Pad 
Product Overview
•100% Post Industrial Recycled Synthetic 
Fibers
•27oz
•Non Washable Latex Backing
•1/4 inch pile

Features and Benefits
•Best selling rug pad
•Dual sided for hard surface (rubber side 
down) or for use on soft surface (felt side 
down)
•Ideal for use on any hard surface flooring 
and carpeting
•Protects against abrasion and wear on all 
flooring types
•Provides extra cushioning underfoot
•Reduces pile crushing from furniture
•Pad can easily be trimmed to fit any size rug
•Made in the USA

Product Information
•90% Post Industrial Recycled Synthetic Fibers
•Pet Proof, Moisture Barrier Backing

Features and Benefits
•Pet and spill proof barrier keeps liquids from 
reaching floor immediately, giving you time to 
clean up
•Provides extra cushion underfoot
•Non-slip grip that keeps area and accent rugs 
in place
•Pad can be easily trimmed to desired size
•Made from recycled fibers


